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(Communicated by K,6saku YOSIDA, M. d. A., April 12, 1982)

In this paper, we extend CalderSn’s uniqueness theorem in the
non characteristic Cauchy problem (see Nirenberg [2]) to a certain
class of operators whose characteristic roots degenerate on the initial
surfaces. We also extend Plis’ result on non uniqueness to a degener-
ate elliptic operator. Detailed proofs will be published elsewhere.

Statement of results. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 in R
R. And let P=P(t, x;Dt, D) be a partial differential operator o
order m with C-coefficients in U. Here D,=3/i3t, D--3/i3x. We
assume the ollowing conditions.

(A.1) The principal symbol P(t, x; r, $) of P is factorized as

P(t, x; r, )= (r-t(t, x; )) (-t(t, x; )),
j=l k=s+l

where is a positive integer and 2(t,x; )(lg]gm-s) are C-func
tions in U (RnkO), homogeneous of degree I in . We require that
satisfy Calder6n’s conditions in U (R k0)"

(A.2) 2# (i#]),
(A.3) Im2#0 (lg]gs),
(A.4) Im 2#0 or 0 (s+1kgm-s).
All the conditions above are imposed on the principal part of P.

Now, we consider the lower order terms of P. From (A.1), we can
easily see that there exist differential polynomials Q and R, homogene-
ous of degree s and m-2s respectively such that

P(t, x r, ) =R(t, x r, t) Q(t, x , tt),
and Q and R have distinct characteristic roots (c. Smith [5]). Hence
we can express P as

P(t, x Dt, D)=R(t, x Dt, tD).Q(t, x Dr, tD)

+ P_(t, x D, D),
j=l

where P_(t, x D, D) .= a,,.(t, x)DD?--, and
e C(U).

(A.5) There exist b,,, e C(U) such that

a.,.(t, x)=t:-+b,,.(t, x), where [k]+ =max (k, 0).
Note that, from the assumptions above, there exists a differential
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polynomial P of degree m such that
tP(t, x Dt, D)=P(t, x tDt, t+’D).

(A.6) ,,= b,,,(t, x)(t, x )--[__0=0 (l]<=s).
Note that 2(t, x ) are characteristic roots of P(t, x Dt, Dx).

And i we denote the subprincipal symbol of P by P_, (A.6) implies
P_,(t, x 2(t, x ), )]t=o=O 2or double roots t(t, x ) (l__<]=<s) of P.

Now, we state the main theorem.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (A.1)-(A.6), there exists a neigh-

borhood U’ of 0 in Rn+, such that if u e C(U) satisfies Pu=O in U and
(D[u)(O, x)=O (0]<=m-1), then u=O in U’.

Remark 1. This theorem is an extension of the results o Roberts
[4] and Uryu [7]. Roberts treated the case l0 (i.e. Fuchsian type
equations), and Uryu treated the case s=0. See Tahara [6] or condi-
tion (A.5) and see [4] or condition (A.6).

Example. Let P be the operator"
P (D--itD) 3- a(t, x)D -- b(t, x)D 3- c(t, x),

where a, b and ceC(U), U is a neighborhood o 0 in R. ThenP
satisfies our conditions i b(t, x)=t(t, x) or some e C(U).

As 2or the necessary condition or uniqueness, we consider the
ollowing example o a degenerate elliptic operator"

P= (3-- it3)"+ t(i3)-t(i3x)-,
where p, q, r, k and leN, r<=q<_p and meZ, O<=mk.

Theorem 2. Under the following condition (1) or (2), there exist
C-functions u and f in R such that

Pu-fu=O, 0 e suppu{t0}.
( 1 ) When p q,

(1) k-r(pl-k)/(p-q)<=mk-r(k/p)/q,

(1)
or

(1)

or

q=(p+l)/2, kq(l+l)--p, mk-r(pl-k)/(p-q),

q(p/l)/2, k=q(l+l)-p,
m k+r(pl+ l+ 1--p-2k)/(2q-p- 1),

( 1 ) q(p+l)/2,k 3- r(pl 3-13-1 p 2k) / (2q p 1) m k-- r(pl- k) / (p q).
( 2 ) When p=q,

( 2 ) k_pl, mk--r(k+p)/p,
or
( 2 ) kpl, mk+r(pl/l/l-p--2k)/(p--1).

Remark 2. This theorem is a slight modification o Plis [3, Theo-
rem 4]. He treated the case/=m=0, r=l.

Remark o Condition (2) with k=pl implies ml(p-r)-r. On
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the other hnd, Theorem 1 with s-O shows that uniqueness holds in
this case if m_l(p-r)--r. Hence this necessary condition seems to
be the best one and, in Theorem 1, assumption (A.5) is indispensable.
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